9th/10th/11th/12th HOMEROOM
1 Packages of Kleenex Tissues

ALGEBRA I
Composition Book
3-ring binder w/loose leaf paper and dividers or a folder and spiral notebook with dividers. *(Binders can be shared w/other subjects.)*
TI-84 Plus CE graphing calculator or Casio Graphing Calculator
24 Pencils (for the classroom)
2 Boxes of Kleenex (Classroom)
Pencils or mechanical pencils (preferred), erasable pens, red pen for checking work

ALGEBRA II
Composition Book
3-ring binder w/loose leaf paper and dividers or a folder and spiral notebook with dividers. *(Binders can be shared w/other subjects.)*
TI-84 Plus CE graphing calculator (preferred) or Casio Graphing Calculator
24 Pencils (for the classroom)
1 Package of notebook paper (Classroom)
2 Boxes of Kleenex (Classroom)
Pencils or mechanical pencils (preferred), erasable pens, red pen for checking work

ALGEBRA III
Composition Book
3-ring binder w/loose leaf paper and dividers or a folder and spiral notebook with dividers. *(Binders can be shared w/other subjects.)*
TI-84 Plus CE graphing calculator (preferred) or Casio Graphing Calculator
24 Pencils (for the classroom)
1 Pack of Expo dry erase markers (Classroom)
Pencils or mechanical pencils (preferred), erasable pens, red pen for checking work

GEOMETRY
Pencils or Mechanical Pencils
Erasable Pens
3-ring binder w/loose-leaf paper & dividers
Scientific calculator (inexpensive):
  (W/Trig Functions-Sin/Cos/Tan or any TI 83 or TI 84 - will need for Alg. 2 & Adv. Math)
1 Package – 3 x 5 Lined Index Cards
1 Package of 4 Large Expo Markers (low odor/dry, erase/multi-color)

CHEMISTRY
Pens - Red and Black, Blue, or Purple
Number 2 Pencils
Twistable Crayola Colored Pencils
Three ring binder with dividers and college-ruled loose leaf paper
Scientific Calculator
$40 Lab Fee *(to be given to teacher)*
**PHYS SCIENCE**
NIV Bible
3-Ring Binder
Loose Leaf Paper (To put in binder.)
Small pack of Pencil Colors or Crayons
Pencils
Black and/or Blue Ink Pens
Calculator w/Basic Functions

**BIOLOGY I**
Pens – Red and Black, Blue, or Purple
Number 2 Pencils
Twistable Crayola Colored Pencils
3-Ring binder with dividers and
college-ruled loose leaf paper
1 package of printer paper

**BIOLOGY II**
Pens - Red and Black, Blue, or Purple
Number 2 Pencils
Twistable Crayola Colored Pencils
Three ring binder with dividers and
college-ruled loose leaf paper
1 Package of Clorox or Baby Wipes

**ENGLISH I**
Black or blue pens
Yellow Highlighter
1 Pack Red pens – NO ERASABLE INK
2 Packs of 3" X 5" index cards
1 3-ring binder w/loose leaf paper maybe used for other classes
1 Roll of paper Towels
*(No pencils or no spiral notebooks)*

**ENGLISH II**
Black or blue pens
Yellow Highlighter
1 3-ring binder w/loose leaf paper maybe used for other classes
1 Pack Red Pens
1 Pack 3" X 5" Index Cards
1 Box of Kleenex
*(No pencils or no spiral notebooks)*

**ENGLISH III**
Black or blue pens
Yellow Highlighter
1 3-ring binder w/loose leaf paper maybe used for other classes
1 Package of 11x8½ Copy paper
1 Pack Red pens
2 Pack 3" X 5" Index Cards
1 Package 8½" X 11" copy paper
1 Roll of Paper Towels
*(No pencils or no spiral notebooks)*

**ENGLISH IV**
Black or blue pens
Yellow Highlighter
1 3-ring binder w/loose leaf paper maybe used for other classes
1 Red Pen
1 Pack 3" X 5" Index Cards
1 Pack 4" X 6" Index Cards
1 Package 8½" X 11" copy paper
1 Roll of Paper Towels
*(No pencils or no spiral notebooks)*

**PHOTOGRAPHY / YEARBOOK**

*LABEL EVERYTHING with PERMANENT MARKER!*
1 Digital camera with minimum of 5x optical zoom
1 External Storage Device
1 Memory Card Reader compatible with your memory card
Rechargeable batteries w/charger
1 Jump Drive
1 Notebook or Sketch Book
*$30.00 Lab fee for printing (To be paid to teacher.)*

**Art I**
3 Clorox wipes
1 Sketch Book
*$30.00 Art fee (To be paid to teacher.)*
FINE ARTS SURVEY
Blue or black pens
Sketch Book – 8x10 pages
Loose-leaf paper (to be left in class)
1 - 10 ct. black fine line sharpies
2 - Rolls of Paper Towels
2 - Packages of Clorox Wipes
$30.00 fee (To be paid to teacher.)

PORTFOLIO CLASS
(11th & 12th Grades)
Sketch Book
Drawing pencils
Portfolio binder
External storage device (for projects)
$20.00 Lab fee (To be paid to teacher.)

SPANISH I, II, & III
1 3-ring binder with loose-leaf paper
1 Ream of 8½” X 11” Copy Paper
Blue or Black pens
$10.00 For Classroom Supplies
(To be given to teacher.)

WORLD GEOGRAPHY
Notebook or Binder w/loose leaf paper for notes

WORLD HISTORY
CIVICS/AMERICAN HISTORY
Notebook or Binder w/loose leaf paper for notes
Blue or black pens

BIBLE I, II, III, IV
1 NIV Bible
2 Manila folders (holds tests, classwork…)
1 1” Binder worksheets
Black or blue ink pens (no clicking pens)
Loose Leaf Paper
Journal (may be spiral)

BIBLE/PRAISE TEAM
1 NIV Bible
1 ½” or 1” Binder
1 Ream (500 sheets) 24 lb. paper
$20 Equipment Service Fee
(To be paid to teacher.)

PRAISE BAND 9th – 12th GRADE
1 – 3-ring binder
1 – journal notebook
NIV – One Year Bible
$20 Praise Band fee